SpeedCheck® Traffic Analyzer
Data Visualization and Reporting Software

SpeedCheck radar speed signs have built-in data
collection capabilities. Users can connect to their
SpeedCheck sign and download traffic data to their
laptop via Bluetooth®. Traffic Analyzer software is
included with every sign, allowing users to plot the
data, see the success of their traffic calming programs
and identify areas for improvement.

D Driver data collected includes date, time and speed
D Analyze vehicle speed data for over 200,000 vehicles
with Excel-compatible reporting

showing posted speeds, moving averages, 85th
percentile speeds, excluded days/hours, and more

D Easily identify problem areas and/or times of day for
PC SOFTWARE:
QUICK VIEW

Software and
Mobile App

SpeedCheck Manager mobile app for quick changes to
high-touch settings
SpeedCheck Manager PC software for all setup and
programming options, including calendar scheduling,
data collection
On-board data logger for collecting vehicle speed data,
date and time
Traffic Analyzer PC software for data visualization,
analysis and reporting

COMPATIBLE WITH
SPEEDCHECK-12/15/18
SPEEDCHECK-AS
SPEEDCHECK-VS

D Customize various view and data settings, like
targeted police enforcement

INCLUDED WITH EVERY SPEEDCHECK SIGN

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Windows 7** or 10 (32- or 64-bit) laptop/desktop computer

** A Bluetooth dongle may be required for laptops running Windows 7 and for
desktop computers.

OPTIONS
Configure how you want your data displayed.
Filter by date or vehicle speeds, add moving
averages, show up to 4 percentiles, and more.

Select data ranges
to drill down and see
daily speed trends.

PERCENTAGE COMPLIANCE
See the percentage of drivers who comply with the posted speed limit,
and the percentage of those who don’t.

DOWNLOAD
THE MANUAL
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